Cardology Annual Report
Introduction
This is the Cardology report for your current birth year until your next birthday. Below you will find the ruling card for each 52 day
period and its effects on your life in this birth year.

Your Birth Card – 8 of Diamonds, Year 31 Annual Report
The 8 of Diamonds birth card holder has been incarnated to receive accolades throughout their lives in all areas but
especially within their careers, public involvement as well as their talents and hobbies. The 8 of Diamonds holder
is motivated by obtaining success in material gains and therefore can be very determined and goal oriented in these
areas. The greatest challenge for these people is their resistance towards receiving suggestions and assistance from
outsiders or admitting their faults and limitations. They can also have a tendency to only focus on the long term
which can at times be discouraging if they do not receive quick returns for their efforts. Pride can get in the way of
harmonious friendships or relationships for these people. 8 of Diamonds who suffer from a lack of confidence will
constantly find themselves accepting circumstances, relationships and careers that do not fit there needs and
resentment can quickly build up and lead to explosions in the most inappropriate times. The greatest life lesson for
the 8 of Diamonds birth card holder is to reveal their strengths as well as embracing their weaknesses to people
who see their worth and resist the need to hold onto secrets of guilt, shame, judgement and low self-confidence.
These people will receive their rewards through unconditional love for others and most importantly themselves.
Let go of self-imposed restrictions and maintaining a positive mindset will become more natural to you.

Your Thirteen-Year Influence
You are in your Mars period of the Thirteen Year Cycle. This period is ruled by the Ace of Clubs. Aces in
Cardology represent new beginnings and karmatic initiations towards opportunities to reach your long-term goals
as well as gaining new perspectives in life for the corresponding areas (Hearts, Clubs, Diamonds, and Spades). The
influence of the Ace of Clubs in Mars brings a focus of aggressively challenging the status quo in the areas of
communication, inner wisdom and learned knowledge. Your major long-term goals for the next thirteen years
should be constructed to increase prosperity in these areas. It is also advised that you create a circle of supporting
figures that will teach you how to effectively communicate as well as those connections that encourage you to
pursue higher knowledge in the form of formal training. It is a highly favorable period to enroll in college or to get
certifications that enhance your skill set in your career and hobbies. Your greatest challenge this period is a rigid
mindset and inability to learn from your mistakes. Take the proper measures to make changes to your though
processes and the way you relate to others in order to meet your goals.

Your Annual Life Path Number
Your Numerology Life Path number for this birth year is 4. This year, your attention will be towards establishing
security within yourself as well as your relationships and material gains. You will no longer be able to pursue
goals with the unpredictable energy from your previous birth year. Splitting yourself in multiple areas will become
cumbersome and overwhelming if they do not bring you satisfaction and emotional fulfillment. This energy will be
taxing unless you learn to create healthy boundaries and stable foundations in all areas of life. The change this year
is overcoming worry due to triggers of old insecurities, especially those related to your lack of self-worth and
finances. Keeping an opened mind will allow ideas to flow fluidly and you can maintain those people and things
that are truly of value to you. Avoid the low vibrational number 4 energy of being to stubborn and resistant to
change. You will receive the greatest rewards if you can learn to step out of your comfort zone this year.
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Your Annual 52 Day Period Report
The following report breaks down each 52-day period for this birth year. You have seven 52-day periods all marked
by the planets; take a look at the corresponding planetary influence and both the Primary Card and your Secondary
Card combinations to see where your energy should be focused per period.
Mercury = Communication, Mental activity, Short lived challenges, Fast returns on gains,
Venus= Self-love, Self-care, Emotional attachments, Romance, Family matters, Emotional boundaries
Mars = High energy, Competition, Forceful gains, Aggressive responses and reactions, Accidents
Jupiter = Higher Knowledge, Increased wisdom, Teaching and Learning opportunities, Blessings, Good Luck
Saturn = Karmatic connections and events, Restrictions and delays, Tests of faith, Opportunities for closure
Uranus = Surprises, Travel opportunities, Interest in the unconventional, Uncertainty, Creative Ventures
Neptune = Dream manifestation, Wish fulfillment, Idolization, Pessimism and avoidance of duties
Annual Card = Primary focus for this birth year
Pluto Card = Necessary release of attachments to allow complete transformations in the area of focus
Result Card = Area where you will receive rewards after overcoming the challenges in your Pluto Card
Environment Card = Positive karma influence, look here for opportunities, support and blessings
Displacement Card = Challenging karma influence, look here for the source of restriction and delays
Annual Cosmic Lesson Card = The annual life lesson that will carry with you throughout your life and assist in
achieving your overall life lesson’s goals.

Queen of Diamonds - Your Annual Card, Primary focus for this birth year
The Annual Card is the area in which your efforts and rewards can pay off through determination and hard work
throughout the entire birth year. Setting short and long-term goals around the area of focus depending on the
corresponding element (Hearts, Clubs, Diamonds or Spades) will assist you in making major accomplishments in
each 52-day period. The ultimate goal for your Annual Card is to overcome the challenges as well as taking
advantage of opportunities to ease any difficulties blocking overall prosperity for that element. The influence of the
Queen of Diamonds as your annual card brings a focus on your material gains as well as personal values of selfworth and self-confidence. The Queen energy has the theme of self-mastery, gaining control over the inner work
that is required to be successful in the corresponding element of your card (Hearts, Clubs, Diamonds, or Spades).
Your focus this year will be above eliminating wasteful habits and draining relationships and careers that inhibit you
from reaching financial goals. Also, those relationships or environments that continue to test boundaries or diminish
your self-worth will also need reevaluation or completely eliminating these things from your life this year. Your
greatest challenge this year is being overly generous with your time, energy, money and loving support. Ensure that
what and who you are giving to this year is truly worth the return that you deserve and part ways with those who
take you for granted.

King of Hearts - Your Environment Card
The Environment Card is an area that will have an influence within your entire birth year. This area is my positive
karma influence in which you will receive assistance, rewards and support thanks to the influences of the
corresponding element (Hearts, Clubs, Diamonds, and Spades). A positive mindset will raise your vibrations and
allow for better co-creation between you and your higher power. This connection will produce what you will see as
miracles during times of need and can assist you in overcoming the challenges in your Displacement Card. King
cards in Cardology represent mastery at the highest level, a mastery within the self and our environments. This card
brings opportunities that will strengthen your resolve to better understand the situations, people as well as your own
contributions their either improve or restrict your ability to master the corresponding card area (Hearts, Clubs,
Diamonds, and Spades). You will be called to restructure these players so that they no longer inhibit you. The
influence of the King of Hearts as your environment card shows blessing and rewards bestowed to you through a
mastery of your emotions. Your ability to recognize your personal needs as well as the needs of others will bring
you opportunities to meet both in harmony without making unnecessary sacrifices. Establishing healthy emotional
boundaries will become easier for you this year as long as you honestly express your feelings. Your reactions to
difficulties with people and places you have an emotional attachment to will help combat the challenges presented
to you in your Displacement Card this year. The King of Hearts can also represent a connection with a highly
compatible romantic partner and if there is support from your Venus, Jupiter, Annual and Result Cards, there is a
chance of entering a life partnership or expanding your family with children through conception or birth of a child
this birth year.

5 of Spades- Your Displacement Card
The Displacement Card is an area that will have an influence within your entire birth year. This area is my
challenging karma influence in which you will experience delays, slow gains and challenges in the corresponding
element of influence (Hearts, Clubs, Diamonds, and Spades). You can expect some resistance to change from
external circumstances that prevent progress, some of which you will have little control over. A positive mindset
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where you focus on the current prosperity and value you’ve already acquired in your life versus the issues brought
up in the Displacement Card will help you find solutions to your problems this birth year. This mirrored energy will
prevent your vibrations from entering into toxic levels of energy. You are advised not to be pessimistic in these
areas as you will very well attract the same energy you wish to avoid. The result of succumbing to the challenges of
the Displacement card will be counterproductive relationships and events that will remind you of your inner strength
and force you to reevaluate your approach to the difficulties. The influence of the 5 of Spades as your Displacement
card can bring changes in work duties, responsibilities of the home, a complete change in your career, accepting
new employment, traveling for work or a change in a place of residence. The number 5 as an odd number brings an
element of uncertainty and doubt due to changes that may be outside of your control. Your health may also be
negatively impacted depending on how you handle these changes. Avoiding stress and worry will be your greatest
challenges this year. You may also experience an ebb and flow of energy and a lack there of which can lead to
frustration. The 5 of Spades as your Displacement Card can also be positive outcomes and changes to your health
such as modifying an existing diet, practicing meditation and yoga, and new commitments to improving your overall
health may be difficult to stick with but will be favored. Your goal this year is to overcome the challenges of the 5
of Spades energy and remain resilient in the face of adversity. Give your worries to the Divine for the areas effected
by change that you have little control over.

4 of Spades - Your Pluto Card
The Pluto Card is another annual influence where you will be challenged to make changes and eliminate a though
process, relationship or activity that no longer serves you. Resistance to the need to transform the area of the
corresponding element (Hearts, Clubs, Diamonds or Spades) will only bring greater difficulties until you realize that
the changes you have to make are truly for your highest good. This may be easier said than done however, as Pluto
brings in an element of endings to make way for new and more improved new beginnings. This can mean
completely removing something or someone from your life this birth year or simply modify the existing
circumstances or relationship so that it better fits with your overall long-term goals this year. Ultimately, whatever
changes made in the related area is preparing you to succeed for your next birth year. Overcoming inhibitions and
limitations in the Pluto card will give you your greatest reward this year. The influence of the 4 of Spades as your
Pluto Card brings challenges that will force you to transform the areas of work and health. There will be a greater
focus to maintaining stability in these areas and you may be called to stand and fight for your needs to be met within
your current career path. If you have been unsatisfied with your current job, circumstances will point you into a
direction to ask for equal compensation or better working conditions. As this placement relates to your health, you
will be challenged to purge negative eating habits, toxic though patterns or to address a long standing physical or
mental health issue that you may have been ignoring. Neglecting your needs for security and an overall healthy
lifestyle will be your greatest challenge this year. Taking full responsibility for your choices that lead to the
deteriorating conditions in your career and health will help you overcome fear of insecurity and you will be able to
meet your goals this year through the necessary transformation.

3 of Clubs - Your Result Card
The Result Card of your birth year marks the area of focus in which will receive the outcome of overcoming the
lessons in the Saturn period and the challenges in the Pluto period. The influence of the 3 of Clubs as your Result
Card points to you being focused on change and accomplishing your goals in the area of higher knowledge and
communication. The number 3 as an odd number give you success in reaching these goals by having an opened
mind and using creative ideas when operating with limited resources such as time, energy, money and supporting
people in your life. You can reach these goals faster through cooperation with other people as well as effectively
managing your time as you may be mentally focused on multiple areas of concerns that will be seen as priority this
year. The 3 of Clubs as a Result Card indicates that despite the constant need to focus your energy in multiple areas,
you will overcome fears of doubt and be able to make quick decisions in areas where you have lacked confidence
before. This is a highly favorable placement for success in becoming a student in school or training and this journey
is encouraged to begin this year.

Jack of Hearts (primary) & 7 of Hearts (secondary) - Mercury Period (July 7th 2019 – August 27th)
The Jack suite in Cardology represent youth, creativity and inspiration; you may also be called to making sacrifices
for your goals or towards people in order to maintain harmony or achieve success in the corresponding area (Hearts,
Clubs, Diamonds, or Spades). The influence of the Jack of Hearts in the Mercury period brings a focus on
originality and innovation in the areas of self-love, family, friendships, romantic love and other people and places
that you have an emotional attachment to. There may be a need to surrender your need for independence in order to
co-create with others toward achieving the goals in your annual card this birth year. People and environments may
also call on you for assistance for their own problems which can come in the form of verbal advise or emotional
support. The positive influence of the Jack of Hearts in the Mercury period is that you can receive proposals and
offers that will help support your plight towards self-love. Mercury’s influence may bring in new friendships and
environments that will meet your hearts desires even if only for a short period of time.
The influence of the 7 of Hearts in the Mercury period brings a focus on the need to be detached and have little
expectations when it comes to people and places in which you have an emotional connection to. The number 7 as an
odd number can bring uncertainty and disruptions to the harmony created your previous birth year and there may be
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separations in the areas of family, friendships and romantic love. Your greatest challenge this period is to love
others and yourself unconditionally and this will help negate the low vibrations and emotions you may feel due to
disappointments. It may seem that people dance to the beat of their own drums with little consideration for your own
feelings during this period but this energy will be short lived thanks to the Mercury influence. In order to overcome
the challenges in this period, it is best to let others behave in their own way even when you feel their actions are not
in their best interest. Focus more on your own improvements and become your own best friend and you will easily
handle unpredictable people and environments during this period. The positive influence of the 7 of Hearts during
the Mercury period is that you will connect with people and opportunities who genuinely accept both your flaws and
your strengths and will teach you do embrace the same mindset towards yourself and others.
You have a Life Spread card energy present this year! The 7 of Hearts is your Life Cosmic Reward Card. Your
life’s mission is to release a fear of attachment to negative mindsets, relationships, careers and environments that do
not serve your highest good. Expectations lead to disappointments especially when we place these expectations on
others. The number 7 calls for you to keep the faith that as these things are released, more quality people and
situations will fill those spaces in your life. The number 7 also represents the sign of Cancer in Tarot assuring your
victory over all obstacles in the area of self-love, family life, friendships, romantic connections and a career path
that brings you emotional fulfillment. Make extra strides towards achieving the energy of this card during this birth
year.

Ace of Diamonds (primary) & 2 of Spades (secondary) - Venus Period (August 28th – October 18th)
Aces in Cardology represent inertia, new beginnings and creating new ways to achieve the energy in the
corresponding card (Hearts, Clubs, Diamonds, and Spades). The Ace of Diamonds in the Venus period brings a
focus on new ways to create and maintain prosperity in the areas of monetary gains and self-worth. The influence of
the Ace of Diamonds in the Venus period can connect you with life changing opportunities and networking events
that in your career. If you have been desiring advancement in your current job or a totally new career path, it will be
favorable to pursue these things during this 52-day period. You can initiate new projects that will ultimately lead
you towards establishing goals that you can easily achieve such as maintain a budget, lowering your daily financial
expenses as well as eliminating areas that drain your time and energy. Through your dedication towards increasing
your finances and self-worth you will also become more emotionally filled thanks to the influence of the Venus
period as long as you are motivated by pure intentions.
The influence of the 2 of Spades in the Venus period brings a focus on establishing balance and harmony within the
areas of work and health. The number 2 as an even number gives you an opportunity for co-creation with others to
help you achieve your career goals and improving your overall health. The Venus influence brings connections that
you will be emotionally attached to so you may receive support from friends, family as well as romantic
relationships. Your greatest challenge during this period is indecision from not trusting your intuition especially
when other people are involved. If you have been experiencing difficulties in either your current job or with your
own health, this influence can bring in helpful people that will work with you to find solutions to the challenges in
those areas. If you can take full responsibility for your decisions in career and health and understand that you do
have a choice to either leave or remain in unhealthy situations you will begin the path towards a prosperous journey.

4 of Clubs (primary) & 3 of Diamonds (secondary) - Mars Period (October 19th – December 11th)
The influence of the 4 of Clubs in the Mars period denotates a period of stability and achievement of goals for the
52-day period in the areas of higher knowledge, partnerships and communication. You will be easily motivated
towards putting energy in studying, training and becoming an effective communicator and listener. This is a positive
time to pour your resources into formal training such as school, get certifications towards job, pursue a hobby that
requires a lot of energy as well as revising current conditions that do not assist in meeting your life goals in work
and relationships. You can expect a period of increased mental patience and attention to detail and you will be able
to stay on course despite any distractions that can be brought on by the energy of your other card for this period. The
number 4 as an even number brings in stability and grounding and gives you greater power to overcome negative
self-defeating though patterns which will be your greatest challenge.
The influence of the 3 of Diamonds in the Mars period brings a focus on becoming creative as well as splitting your
energy in multiple places to achieve stability in the areas of material gains and self-expression. This period can
bring you opportunities to work multiple jobs or to receive financial rewards through hobbies and talents. You are
encouraged to put your focus into creating new ways to bring in and save money during this period. There is also a
focus on your self-worth where you will be called to speak up for yourself and fight for your equal return. The
number 3 as an odd number can bring indecision due to limited resources. If you are unsatisfied with your current
financial status or career, you will be challenged to use your imagination to finding solutions to these problems. You
can receive assistance from outside help but cooperation will be required in order for partnerships to be successful.
Making short and long- term goals concerning these areas will help you from feeling discouraged during times
where your time, energy and money are taxed and you feel overworked.
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Ace of Clubs (primary) & 9 of Clubs (secondary) - Jupiter Period (December 12th – January 31st 2020)
Aces in Cardology represent inertia, new beginnings and creating new ways to achieve the energy in the
corresponding card (Hearts, Clubs, Diamonds, and Spades). The influence of the Ace of Clubs in the Jupiter period
brings success and good fortune towards pursuits of higher knowledge, partnerships and communication. You can
receive positive advancement in formal training and ideas for new ways to effectively communicate your learned
wisdom will come easily to you during this period. You may be called to teach others what you have learned to help
them be successful. Any persons you take under your wing as you act as a guru will be grateful for your assistance
and you may establish long lasting friendships from these engagements. This is a highly favorable period to enroll in
school or to change your career towards something that can stimulate your mind and give you emotional fulfillment
while paying the bills! Your greatest asset this period is your experience in life and you are encouraged to teach
others to learn from your mistakes and not to make the same ones yourself. This is a great time to manifest your
dreams as they relate to long-term goal setting and enhancing your personal knowledge.
The influence of the 9 of Clubs in the Jupiter period negates the challenging energy that can be brought on with the
number 9 and you will receive blessings through perceived losses and separations. The number 9 as an odd number
denotates a need for closure and to finish projects in the areas of higher knowledge, partnerships and
communication. The influence of Jupiter can bring you victory after releasing long standing self-defeating thought
patterns of inadequacy, shame and guilt for decisions made in your education and how you communicate with
others. If you have been working on a short or long-term goal in these areas, you may be able to successfully
achieve them this period and prepare to make new plans that fit your growing needs. The key element of receiving
the positive influences of the 9 of Clubs energy in the Jupiter period is to remove a fear of scarcity as people and
things that no longer serve you are karmatically removed from your life.

5 of Clubs (primary) & 3 of Spades (secondary) - Saturn Period (February 1st – March 24th 2020)
The Saturn period is a time where we are challenged and require more dedication and hard work to overcome the
area of influence. The Saturn period can bring in karmatic people and circumstances that will test your faith in your
own abilities to successfully overcome these challenges in your card energy. The influence of the 5 of Clubs in the
Saturn period can bring uncertainty and doubt to make necessary changes in your mental activities, communication
and higher knowledge. You can strongly desire to make these changes with the energy of the number 5 but may be
doubtful in the proper direction to take or necessary plans to make in order to achieve your goals this period. You
can easily get caught in a pattern of starting plans without following through. There can be a great challenge towards
finishing the plans you’ve already made and a tendency to make changes to existing goals or feeling the need to
abandon those plans completely. Your greatest challenge during this period is to to maintaining a positive mindset
and complete any advancements in training or increasing your learned knowledge despite a lack of confidence in
existing circumstances,
The influence of the 3 of Spades in the Saturn period brings a focus on the need to put your energy into multiple
areas concerning your career and health. There can be sudden changes in your career or with your health that require
extra attention and you will not be able to ignore these needs with Saturn’s influence. The number 3 as an odd
number can bring confusion towards where you want to invest in your current job, hobbies and talents. Your
greatest challenge this period is overcoming worry and indecision due to limited resources such as time, energy,
money and supporting partnerships. Use your imagination or get suggestions and support from trustworthy people
during times of delay in accomplishing goals or when you are receiving little return from your efforts and be patient
with your own progress this period.

Jack of Diamonds (primary) & Queen of Spades (secondary) - Uranus Period (March 25th – May 15th 2020)
The Uranus period gives this 52-day period the element of sudden changes which may be in either low or high
vibrations. Events and people can appear out of nowhere that will change the dynamic of your life and give you a
different perspective towards reaching goals. The Jack suite in Cardology represent youth, creativity and inspiration;
you may also be called to making sacrifices for your goals or towards people in order to maintain harmony or
achieve success in the corresponding area (Hearts, Clubs, Diamonds, or Spades). The influence of the Jack of
Diamonds in the Uranus period brings focus on you need towards unconventional ways to maintain and increase
your finances, material gains and for positive self-expression. You are encouraged during this period to gain
attention by showing others your unique abilities that show your value within your career. You may get unexpected
opportunities to pursue others to work for you or to engage in activities where the outcome will be in your favor for
an increase in money and property. You will be received well with any activities that require you to promote
yourself such as job interviews or you own talents and business where you earn money or own property. Any area
where you may have competition the odds will be in your favor this period as long as you remain transparent with
your intentions. The success you have during this period will depend on your own ability to remain confident and to
show others what you’re truly made of!
The influence of the Queen of Spades in the Uranus period brings a focus on your ability to strengthen your
connection with your higher self and the Divine. You will receive the greatest returns through spiritual connections
or adopting a more universal mindset and abandoning outdated traditions in the area of work and health. The Queen
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energy has the theme of self-mastery, gaining control over the inner work that is required to be successful in the
corresponding element of your card (Hearts, Clubs, Diamonds, or Spades). This is a highly spiritual placement
where you may be inspired to begin your spiritual journey and address your shadow side and limitations that have
prevented you from manifesting your greatest desires. The Queen of Spades is the card of High Priestess and you
may be called to use your spiritual knowledge to resolve unexpected circumstances that appear during this period.
Healing the old karmatic wounds of the soul created in this life and in past lives is greatly encouraged during this
period and the hard work required to achieve this will become natural to you by the end of this birth year.

4 of Hearts (primary) - Neptune Period (May 16th – July 6th 2020)
The Neptune period is a time where the subconscious mind and the hidden truths will come into focus. There can be
high vibrational influences where wish fulfillment or dreams become reality; and there can also be the low
vibrational influences of escapism and idolization. Be sure that you see the situation for what it truly is as well as
keeping your intentions pure when making strides to improve your romantic relationships, friendships, home life as
well as the need for self-love and self-care. There can be a tendency to go after the superficial during the Neptune
period or to disregard synchronicities that lead to blessings from your hard work. The influence of the 4 of Hearts in
the Neptune period brings a focus on achieving your dreams concerning family, friendships, romantic partnerships
as well as environments and careers in which you have an emotional attachment to. Having a stable home life and
acquiring genuine trustworthy connections can be the greatest wish for you this year and can motivate you to
overcoming the challenges presented to you in the Saturn and Pluto period. There is a tendency to give people and
situations the benefit of the doubt from the goodness of your heart this period which can lead to you being taken
advantage of so be mindful of your vetting process when establishing relationships or making long-term contract or
purchases for the home. The number 4 as an even number assures that although there may be an element of
confusion in these areas, you will indeed make the right decisions as long as you trust your intuition versus trying to
remain the peacemaker at inappropriate times.

6 of Spades – Your Annual Cosmic Reward Card
The Annual Cosmic Reward Card is the ultimate lesson for you to achieve through this birth year through
successfully overcoming the challenges in all areas this birth year but especially the difficulties presented in your
Pluto Card. The blessings bestowed to you from the energy of your Annual Cosmic Reward Card will carry on to be
used throughout your entire life and marks a major accomplishment in your soul’s journey. The influence of the 6 of
Spades as your Annual Cosmic Reward Card gives you an opportunity to clear karmatic debts and to make the
necessary change to put you on the path of your soul’s destiny. The number 6 is a karmatic energy and you will be
connected with people and events that will assist in your growth. These connections can come in the form of
challenging lessons that teach you to respect your self and protect your energy. By the end of this birth year you will
have a clear idea of where you want to invest yourself in the areas of spirituality, work and will make commitments
to maintain both your physical and mental health as well.
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